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I was reading Glenn Reynolds’s new book, *An Army of Davids*,¹ and I started thinking about two bloggers. The bloggers share a lot in common. Both have very popular blogs that receive a lot of visitors; both have become quite well known; both have frequently been interviewed by the media; both like to blog about the U.S. Congress; and both like to blog about sex.

The first blogger is Eugene Volokh. Of course, Eugene blogs about Congress, but if you read the Volokh Conspiracy, you’ll also see he likes to blog about sex. He has written posts with titles such as *The Birds and the Bees*,² *The Sex Market as a Driving Force in Technology Development*,³ *Negligent Sex*,⁴ *Why Do People Enjoy Kissing?*,⁵ and more. All this sex once prompted one of Eugene’s co-bloggers to ask: “[M]aybe he needs to get a babysitter for the kids and have a nice romantic evening out with the wife?”⁶

Who is the other blogger I have in mind? Who shares these things in common with Eugene? The other blogger isn’t a law professor; she is a young woman named Jessica Cutler. Jessica wrote a blog called *The Washingtonienne*,⁷ where she chronicled her life working for a U.S. senator. But people didn’t read her blog for her thoughts on Congress; they read it for her explicit posts about sex with a number of different men. When her blog was linked to by the very popular political gossip blog Wonkette, Jessica gained instant celebrity. Her blog was discussed in *The
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Washington Post, The New York Times, and CNN. She posed for Playboy and landed a book deal with a $300,000 advance. Jessica is currently being sued by an individual for discussing intimate details about their sex life. According to the complaint:

No reasonable person would want the intimate physical, verbal, emotional, and psychological details of his or her sexual life and romantic relationships life exposed against his or her will on the Internet for the entire world to read. It is one thing to be manipulated and used by a lover, it is another thing to be cruelly exposed to the world.

Eugene and Jessica came to mind when I was reading Glenn Reynolds’s An Army of Davids. Glenn writes with giddy excitement about the power of bloggers. He speaks about the virtues of the little guy bloggers taking on the mainstream media. He notes that until the emergence of the blogosphere, large mainstream media entities “have set the agenda for public discussion.” With the growth of blogs, “power once concentrated in the hands of a professional few has been redistributed into the hands of the amateur many.” Bloggers are “doing a better and better job of supplementing, and challenging, Big Media coverage,” Glenn writes. “News and reporting used to be something ‘they’ did. Now it’s something that we all do.” Speaking about blogging as well as other phenomena, Glenn observes: “[W]e’re likely to see an army of Davids taking the place of those slow, shuffling Goliaths.”

As I read the book, I kept thinking to myself, who is David? We have a rather romantic vision of bloggers. When we envision a blogger, who do we see? I bet for many of us David is Eugene. We see blogging as something that enhances the freedom of the little guy, providing new ways for people to engage in expression and self-development.

But the average blogger isn’t Eugene, and the average blog isn’t anything close to scholarship. According to one estimate, over fifty percent of blogs are written by children and teenagers under age nineteen. About twenty percent of teens with Internet access have a
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The most common blogger is a teenage girl. Many blogs are more akin to diaries than news articles, op-ed columns, or scholarship. In other words, David is more like Jessica than Eugene. And that’s why there’s a problem.

From the dawn of time, people have engaged in gossip. According to one study, about two-thirds of all conversations involve gossip. As Keith Devlin notes, “What people talk about is mostly other people.” Before the advent of modern communications technology, gossip would remain within an individual’s social circle—the group of people with whom that person associates. We live amid a number of social circles, such as our colleagues at work, various groups we belong to, and different circles of friends. We share information within these circles. It is often rare for gossip to leap from one social circle to another—because people in one social circle will often not know or care about a person in a completely different circle. But when gossip goes online, it transforms from forgettable whispers within small local groups to a permanent and widespread record that can be pulled up instantly in a Google search. Gossip can more readily jump the boundaries of various social circles, because all it takes is for the gossip to come to the attention of a popular blog, where it can quickly become the buzz of the blogosphere and spread far and wide throughout cyberspace.

We might find it harder to engage in self-exploration if every false step and foolish act were chronicled forever in a permanent record. This record would affect our ability to define our identities, to obtain jobs, to participate in public life, and more. Ironically, the unconstrained flow of information on the Internet might impede our self-development and freedom.

Currently, many of the views on regulating speech on the Internet are quite libertarian. Eugene Volokh, for example, argues that many privacy
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laws threaten free speech: “The difficulty is that the right to information privacy—my right to control your communication of personally identifiable information about me—is a right to have the government stop you from speaking about me.”21 Eugene argues that speech on matters of private concern should be subjected to First Amendment strict scrutiny.22

Not all forms of speech, however, are protected with strict scrutiny. Under current Supreme Court law, not all forms of speech are protected equally. For example, the Supreme Court gives less protection to commercial speech, which occupies a “subordinate position in the scale of First Amendment values.”23 Speech of private concern should be given less protection than speech of public concern. The Supreme Court has endorsed this view to a limited extent. Although the Supreme Court has applied strict scrutiny to restrictions on speech of public concern, it has not yet done so to restrictions on speech of private concern.24 In one case, the Supreme Court concluded that “not all speech is of equal First Amendment importance. It is speech on ‘matters of public concern’ that is ‘at the heart of the First Amendment’s protection.’ . . . In contrast, speech on matters of purely private concern is of less First Amendment concern.”25 In short, the Supreme Court has indicated that speech of private concern should be given much less protection than speech of public concern.

Such a result is normatively justifiable. Bloggers like Jessica should not have an unfettered free speech right to disclose intimate details about people’s private lives that are not of legitimate concern to the public. The most frequently articulated rationales for why we protect free speech are that it promotes individual autonomy,26 is necessary for a robust political discourse,27 and is essential for truth to win out in the “marketplace of
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Privacy also furthers these goals. It protects autonomy by enabling people to engage in unconventional activities and express unpopular ideas without fear of retaliation. Privacy promotes democracy in that it enables people to speak more candidly about controversial issues. Speech of private concern often does not contribute much to politics. Regarding the marketplace of ideas, truth must be weighed against other values, and the truth about a private person’s personal life is often not of much importance. Therefore, a balance between free speech and privacy might achieve these interests more effectively than merely protecting speech at all costs.

Jessica certainly has a right to speak about her life, but she should do it more carefully by concealing the identities of the people she blogs about. But should we expect young amateurs like Jessica, who are not professional journalists, to be more careful? While we can’t expect bloggers to be perfect, we should hold them to a reasonable standard of care. If we give David the power of Goliath, with that power should come some responsibility.

It is true that existing law lacks nimble ways to resolve disputes about speech and privacy on the Internet. Lawsuits are costly to litigate, and being sued can saddle a blogger with massive expenses. Bloggers often don’t have deep pockets, and therefore it might be difficult for plaintiffs to find lawyers willing to take their cases. Lawsuits can take years to resolve. People seeking to protect their privacy must risk further publicity in
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bringing suit. These are certainly serious problems, but the solution shouldn’t be to insulate bloggers from the law. The solution is to create a system for ensuring that bloggers blog responsibly without the law’s cumbersome costs. Perhaps systems of alternative dispute resolution could be used.

We often speak and think of blogging with a romantic image of scholars like Eugene in mind. But for many bloggers, blogging has nothing at all to do with scholarship. Therefore, when we think about the legal regulation of blogging, we should not just have the Eugenes in mind, but we should also be thinking of the Jessicas.